
TIPS and INFORMATION 
 

Acting/Auditioning requires a lot of hard work. We would really like everyone to do 
well in their auditions so we have compiled some helpful hints on how to have a great 
audition. 

 
 

Tips on Successful Auditions: 
 
1. Show your wonderful personality and confidence as soon as you enter the audition room. 
 
2. Dress appropriately for an audition with nice clothing and shoes that you can move in (for example 
no flip flops or mini skirts). 
 
3. Speak clearly and concisely during the audition.  Don't rush, be clear. 
 
4. Is your song choice appropriate to the style of the show?  (For example, if the show your auditioning 
for is a traditional musical theatre piece, does your song reflect that?  If the show is not a pop rock 
musical please DO NOT sing in a pop style.) 
 
5. Does your song choice fit your voice?  Does it show your range and your voice at its best sound? 
(For example, a song written to be sung by an old man may not be a good choice for a young girl to 
sing.) 
 
6. Remember that past experience does not guarantee a future role.  If you relax into something because 
you think you are already good at it and don't need to work then someone else who has been practicing 
hard may come in and have a stronger audition.  You need to continue to practice and work hard. 
 
7. Give yourself TIME TO PRACTICE!  Actors need to work very hard preparing their audition.  Don't 
wait until the last minute to choose your song. Get to the audition early so you have the opportunity to 
practice your scene.  
 
8. The casting panel is not just looking for talent but also how you work with other people.  They are 
watching to see if you work well with others, have “chemistry” and a positive attitude.  They want to 
see your ability to take direction, change how you are performing.  If you are given direction please be 
sure to have a positive attitude in trying something new.  Make a change, try something different and 
don't do everything the same way. 
 
9. Actors need a lot of courage and strength to not only try out but also learn from the results.  Reflect 
on how things went and what you can learn. 
 
10. Relax, Have Fun and Enjoy Yourself. 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Additional Information: 
 
Everyone who auditions is talented. When making casting decisions, the panel has to consider what 
talents are right for a specific show and with much difficulty must cut some students. We would like to 
stress that there is no personal bias against anyone who is cut from a show. Auditions are held by a 
panel. Each panel member has their own separate score cards, the score cards are tallied to create the 
cast list. 
 
We strongly encourage everyone to continue to push themselves and auditions for shows, whether it be 
in the school district or other local theaters. There are many acting opportunities so no one should be 
deterred from auditioning. One incident should not define a person or performer. 
 
 
 

Tips for Parents to Encourage Students on Continuing to Work on Performing: 
 

Encourage students to educate themselves more on theatre. You can learn a lot from observing others; 
go see local productions, watch movie musicals, listen to soundtrack recordings. 
 
Performers should continue to work hard. Practice singing; learn many songs, work on different 
musical styles, sing in chorus. Practice acting; encourage public speaking, read aloud, tell stories. 
Practice using your body; acting without words such as charades, be aware of body language, take 
dance class. 
 
Suggest that your student explore the many great opportunities for student activities in the school 
district (for example, encourage them to join chorus or perform in a talent show). There are many 
opportunities at your fingertips – we hope you take advantage of them. 


